CBE in the News:

- Alumnus Prof. Kelly Schultz is highlighted on AIChe ChEnected. “AIChe Journal Looks to the Future”. Associate Editors Prof.s Chen & Wagner encourage you to submit your best work to AIChe J., which boasts one of the highest impact factors for a generalist journal.
- Martin Abraham named WIU Provost

This Month’s Department Seminar/Events:

- CBST Seminar
  Katrin Kramer, University of Otaqo, New Zealand
  Monday, May 13, 2019
  10:00 AM in 366 CLB
  "Cancer Vaccines – Using Virus-like Particles for Immunotherapy"

- CCEI Seminar
  Phillip Christopher, University of California, Santa Barbara
  Monday, May 13, 2019
  10:00 AM in 106 CCM
  "Heterogeneous Catalysts are Dynamic Materials"

- CBE Seminar
  Dr. Ramamurthy Nagarajan, IIT, Madras
  Thursday, May 16, 2019
  10:00 AM in 366 CLB
  "Ultrasonic & Megasonic Intensification of Processes"

- CCEI Seminar
  Angeliki Lemonidou, Professor of Chemical Engineering at Aristotle University
  Thursday, May 16, 2019
  11:30 AM in 366 CLB
  "Sustainable shale gas conversion processes: Research efforts towards capturing and utilizing CO2"

- CBE Kurt Wohl Memorial Lecture
  Susannah Scott, University of California Santa Barbara
  Friday, May 17, 2019
  10:00 AM in 102 CLB
  "Kinetics and Mechanisms of Reactions Relevant to Lignocellulosic Biomass Conversion in Porous Heterogeneous Catalysts"

- 2019 CEMENT Day
  Leading Engineering for America’s Prosperity, Health, and Infrastructure
  Tuesday, May 21, 2019
  9:00 AM – 4:30 PM in Perkins Ewing Room

Upcoming CBE Dissertation(s):

- 05/06/2019 @ 1:00 PM in 366 CLB: Thomas Gartner
- 05/16/2019 @ 2:15 PM in 106 CCM: Pratyush Agarwal

Other Department Seminars/Events this month:

- Phylosophy Seminar
  Kate Rogers and Richard Hanley, University of Delaware
  Wednesday, May 08, 2019
  7-8:30 PM in 130 SHL
  "Is Abortion Wrong?"

Jobs/Recruiting:

Available positions can be found on the Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering opportunity website (http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html), so be sure to check it regularly.